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Candlelight Vigil held at alumni gazebo for Dustin "Dusty" Kadlec, a student who passed 
Acandlelight vigil was held on Thursday, March 19 in honor of 
Winona State University student Dustin 
"Dusty" Kadlec, who passed away on 
March 6 in an automobile accident. 
Ingrid Larson, a roommate and friend 
of Dustin, organized the event at the 
alumni gazebo. 
Larson met Dustin two years ago 
when she was looking for a place to live. 
Dustin spent five years at Winona 
State as an individual studies major. He 
was very involved with the student body 
and had built many great friendships 
with people during his time at Winona 
State, Larson said. 
He didn't ease into friendships in the 
typical way friendships form. 
Larson said if Dustin liked someone 
they were best friends a week later. 
"Suddenly you were happier and had 
more fun with your life because that's 
what Dustin did," Larson said. 
Friend Andrew Horry said Dustin was 
a passionately friendly person. 
"I met Dusty last semester in my 
2*News 
research methods class," Horry said. 
"He was always wondering how 
everyone was. He was always jolly and a 
good jokester. We had some good times 
goofing off in class." 
When the news hit of Dustin's 
passing, it left Horry in shock. 
"I was in disbelief. It didn't seem right 
that something like that could happen to 
such an awesome person," Horry said. 
Above all else, Dustin was known for 
his awesome bear hugs. 
Abby Vowels said she met him over 
pancakes one night after coming back 
from downtown. 
Vowels made the pancakes, Dustin 
was there and he told her, "We're 
going to be friends because you made 
awesome pancakes." 
"I'm just really glad I got to meet 
Dusty because the circle of friends that 
came with meeting him has provided me 
with a great support group during this 
tough time," Vowels said. 
Larson said Dustin was open to 
anything and adventurous. He was an 
away in an automobile accident on March 6. 
awesome listener, which is what made 
him such a great friend. 
According to Larson, Ignition Remix 
by hip-hop artist R. Kelly was one of 
Dustin's all-time favorite songs. She 
said he would always play it at parties 
and gatherings, sometimes even on 
repeat. 
"When Dustin left me, he left me 
with the greatest gift of all : my giant 
group of weirdo friends," Larson said. 
"Even though Dustin is gone from us, 
there is no doubt in my mind that he 
is going to live on in our stories, our 
mannerisms, our laughter and he'll 
probably even get some of us to name 
our children after him. I can only 
imagine it would be a giant victory for 
him." 
Larson said Dustin lived his life and 
never looked back. 
SARA TIRADOSSI 
BEN STRAND 
news writer 
bstrandll @winona. edu 
Dustin "Dusty" Kadlec (Left) 
with friend Andrew Horry 
(Right). Dustin passed away 
in an automobile accident on 
March 6. 
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Winona State and MnSCU appoint new executives 
Winona State University and Minnesota State Colleges and Universities (MnSCU) have appointed 
Valerie DeFor and Jeanine Gangeness to executive 
positions. 
Valerie DeFor has served as HealthForce's interim 
executive director since August 2013 and has worked for 
HealthForce since 2010. 
HealthForce Minnesota, an organization established 
in 2005, finds ways to meet the needs of the health care 
industry. It works with MnSCU universities and state 
agencies to meet the industry and employer's needs, 
such as increasing the number of healthcare workers and 
improving education for healthcare students. 
"I know and understand it," DeFor said. "I hope to 
continue to build workforce needs including continuation 
of mental health workforce development plan for 
Minnesota and carry it forward." 
DeFor holds a bachelor's degree in exercise science 
from St. Olaf College and a master's degree in healthcare 
administration from Arizona State University. 
HealthForce has three divisions, which are partner sites, 
such as the Winona State-Rochester campus, project sites 
and education sites, such as the Winona campus. DeFor 
will work on the Rochester campus. 
"We're grateful to be housed at WSU. It's a great 
community," DeFor said. "We're happy to be on campus 
and work with a team and even greater programs." 
DeFor said she would also like to continue the Scrubs 
Camps that are partnered with local middle schools and 
high schools. 
Scrubs Camp is a two-to-six day event where middle 
school and high school students can explore careers in the 
health science field with hands-on interactive activities. 
DeFor said HealthForce also supports faculty going 
to national conferences to speak about what they do 
at Winona State, and they bring things back they have 
learned. 
"I'm excited. I feel honored being appointed the 
director. It's a great team doing important work," DeFor 
said. "There's a need for a good healthcare workforce 
because it's going to be there a long time. I am humbled to 
be in that role." 
Winona State University will have a new Associate Vice 
President for the 2015-2016 school year. 
Jeanine Gangeness will take office on July 1, 2015, 
working mostly on the Rochester campus and said she 
would be in Winona at least one day per week. 
Her duties will include serving as the chief academic 
and operations administrator on the Winona State 
University-Rochester campus, working closely with 
deans, faculty and staff to develop both undergraduate 
and graduate programs, and connect the students with the 
communities. 
"I'm excited to work with WSU. The people are great, 
and it's already a great program," Gangeness said. "I want 
to expand adult programming in Rochester, connect the 
campus more with the community and rural areas and also 
expand the graduate programs." 
Gangeness holds a Master of Science and Ph.D. 
in nursing from the University of North Dakota and 
previously served as the founding dean of the Bemidji 
State University School of Nursing. 
She mentioned she already knows a few colleagues who 
previously worked at Bemidji State University. 
She said she hopes to do a lot of collaboration work 
such as connecting community members and community 
colleges to Winona State and connect the industry to 
college, so students have those skill sets they need to get 
internships and jobs. 
Gangeness said her methodology to accomplish this is 
similar to a small business mindset. She said she wants to 
take the program and determine if the university can hire 
faculty to run it and set up a budget for expense, taking the 
revenue to make the program better. 
"I've done this with four universities in northern 
Minnesota. My goal is to see what the students want and 
need and then expand that," Gangeness said. 
Gangeness said the Rochester and Winona campus are 
already well connected, because they are under the same 
leadership that has made a long-term commitment to 
Winona State. 
"I bring a piece that I'm leading and committed to and 
connect it with Winona," Gangeness said. "It's so exciting 
and interesting going to a new community. I am thrilled to 
be part of the team." 
JORDAN GERARD 
news writer 
jgerardll@M inona. edu 
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1 10:15 a.m. 
A staff member reported receiving threats from a student.The matter 
was referred to security and the university conduct officer 
6:47 p.m. 
A student reported the tires on her bike were stolen while it was parked 
outside East Lake Apartments. 
• 12:05 a.m. 
Law enforcement was with an intoxicated student and attempted to find 
some friends he could stay with. Friends were unable to be located, so 
the student was transported to the hospital. 
1 12:05 a.m. 
EMS and Security responded to Lourdes Hall regarding a student who 
was having a bad reaction to it to medication.The student was eventually 
transported to the hospital. 
m 1:15 p.m. 
The Winona Police Department responded to a property damage 
accident on Mark Street and requested video from security.The matter 
was referred to the police. 
1 10:19 p.m. 
Several students were cited for an alcohol violation at East Lake 
Apartments.The matter was referred to the hall director 
12:20 a.m. 
Security was requested to do a welfare check on an intoxicated student 
near Kirkland hall.The student was allowed to remain with some friends 
for the evening. 
7:15 p.m. 
A vehicle struck a parked vehicle near the intersection of 8th Street and 
Winona Street and left the scene.The matter was referred to the police 
department. 
7:15 p.m. 
A student was cited for an alcohol violation in Sheehan Hall.The matter 
was referred to the hall director 
MINI 
12:10 a.m. 
Security found an intoxicated individual in front of Somsen Hall. A passing 
police car was flagged down and the individual, a non-student, was 
transported to a friend's house by law enforcement. 
12:20 a.m. 
Security, EMS and law enforcement responded to Lourdes Hall regarding 
an intoxicated student.The student was eventually transported to the 
hospital. 
2:20 a.m. 
Security responded to New Center West regarding a disturbance. 
Individuals were separated, and the matter was referred to the hall 
director 
News*3 
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Winona State uses trees to educate campus and community 
Winona State University has become the first university in the MnSCU system to receive 
recognition as a Tree Campus USA from the 
National Arbor Day Foundation. 
Arboretum Director Gerald Landby said to earn 
the recognition Winona State had to meet the five 
core standards of being a 2014 Tree Campus USA, 
including having a budget for tree expenditures, 
an inventory and maintenance plan, a committee 
dedicated to the arboretum, recognition and 
celebration of arbor day, and a student service day. 
This is Winona State's first year of recognition, 
Landby said. 
"We want to lead by example," Landby said. "We 
would like more schools to be aware of this concept 
and have people be conscious of the environment 
and take care of it." 
According to Landby, Tree Campus USA is 
modeled after Tree City USA, which recognizes 
cities in the same criteria. 
Landby said by fall the landscape on campus will 
be noticeably different in an effort to improve the 
campus landscaping. 
"We are the department of first and last 
impressions," Landby said. "The first thing students 
see when they come to campus is the condition of 
the landscape. I hope students can come on campus 
and see that it is familiar, but it is better maintained 
and has improved. A well-kept campus is a safer 
campus, and everyone likes to look at something 
beautiful." 
As well as general landscaping, Landby said 
changes were already in progress over spring break. 
Trees were torn down that were unsafe, and new 
trees were planted in appropriate places. 
"Trees are a part of our infrastructure, and we 
need upkeep to maintain that infrastructure," Landby 
said. 
About 25 trees were removed from campus, and 
there are plans to keep maintaining and planting 
trees. 
Arboretum committee member Kimberly 
Evenson said Winona State is using its arboretum 
as an educational environment for students and the 
community. 
"The main thing we are trying to do is landscape 
in a more sustainable way. We want to use fewer 
pesticides and plant trees in places where they are 
appropriate," Evenson said. 
Friends of the Arboretum will be one project that 
will integrate the community into the arboretum. 
Community members will be able to volunteer their 
time to help with projects related to the arboretum 
and landscape. 
Landby said he believes the award is just another 
way for Winona State to use its environment to 
impact the community. 
"Tree Campus USA is great in that it raises 
environmental awareness among young people," 
Landby said. "We are here to represent our 
community, and we want to educate people about 
plants and the environment." 
EMILY DEAN 
news writer 
edeanl 3@winona. edu 
* 
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Winona State has been named a 2014 Tree Campus USA. 
4*News 
SARAH MURRAY 
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CeCe McDonald visits Winona State 
in Winona •••I 
Place: Wabasha Hall, Outdoor 
Cultural Knowledge Panel 
Time; 7 - 8:30 pm 
Place: Mlnne Hall 
Room 334 
Contact: AHines@winona.edu 
Time: 2-4 p.m. 
CeCe McDonald presented her story about life as an African American trans woman. ANDREW THORESON 
Imagine you're walking along the street of Minneapolis with your friends, having some laughs 
and minding your own business. Suddenly, groups of 
people throw drinks in your face and start attacking 
you. You defend yourself, but when the police 
show up to stop the fight, you, the victim, is the one 
immediately assumed to be the cause of the incidence. 
CeCe McDonald told this exact story of her 
attack in 2010 on Tuesday, March 17 in the Harriet 
Johnson Auditorium of Somsen Hall of Winona State 
University. 
Still donning the scar from when one of the attackers 
cut her salivary gland, she said she believed the 
police assumed her and her group of friends to be the 
troublemakers since they were African American and 
the others were Caucasian. 
She was immediately cuffed and brought in for 
questioning before receiving much needed medical 
care. McDonald agreed to a plea deal of second-
degree manslaughter and did not get released from 
prison until Januaiy 2014. 
As a transgender black woman, McDonald said she 
struggled all of her life with people labeling her and 
making assumptions about her. Once in prison, she 
found many other transgender women in her same 
position. 
While still incarcerated, McDonald began an 
advocacy-training program with others to help 
transgender women in prison. 
McDonald said she aims to "break down barriers 
and build a more unified front." 
McDonald listed barriers, such as sexuality, race and 
March 25, 2015 
religion, that keep people from seeing others as who 
they are and standing up for the rights of others. She 
discussed the dangers transgender women face each 
day just walking the streets. 
She also discussed the importance of better 
protection and equality for women at large, regardless 
of their sexualities. 
McDonald said labels help society divide and 
conquer and keep control of others. 
"[There is a] lack of acknowledgement of racism in 
the LGBTQ community," McDonald said. 
People need to discuss the barriers that exist, 
McDonald said, even within smaller communities that 
stop progress in creating equality. 
"We have to think about what it really means 
to make change happen. We have to actually do 
something," McDonald said. 
McDonald said she hopes to change the way 
people see each other, so people can see each other as 
human beings and not the labels that society puts on 
individuals and groups of people. 
VICTORIA MCKENZIE 
news writer 
vmckenziel 2@winorta. edu 
, ,. „ 
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Beyond stereotypes: Islam event promotes tolerance 
Rashed Ferdous peeked over the podium in Somsen Hall's Harriet Johnson Auditorium explaining the day he knew 
the people of his religion would never be the same again. 
Ferdous, a member of the Islamic Resource Group, which is 
a group that advocates positive images of Islam, was invited 
by the Muslim Student Association (MSA) to speak to Winona 
State University about Islam and the stereotypes surrounding 
the religion at their Beyond Stereotypes event earlier this 
month. 
That night, as he described the terror of Sept. 11, 2001 and 
seeing the towers fall as he walked into his movie class in 
college, he stood as a stark contrast to the stereotypes of his 
religion. 
Since that day, violence and hate groups have come to the 
forefront in the name if Islam, and hate has risen against the 
religion, Ferdous said. 
But Ferdous had one statement to those who think these 
groups are actually Islamic. 
"I wouldn't even call them animals because animals act better 
than that," Ferdous said. "This violence was never heard of 
before." 
According to Ferdous, these groups have killed more 
Muslims than anyone else. 
The most common misconception about the religion is they 
are full of hate because of groups like ISIS portraying the 
wrong image, Ferdous said. 
Junior Momin Choudhry, president of MSA, said Ferdous is a 
good friend of the club and is a common Muslim speaker. 
Choudhry said he hoped the event shows people the truth 
about Islam. 
"Muslims, we may have a different belief than other 
individuals, but we are average individuals who are a part of 
this same society as other individuals," Choudhry said. "We go 
to school, we're lawyers, we're doctors, we're professors, we 
go to the gym, we do everyday normal things. Us being Muslim 
and Islam does not make us any different, it does not make us 
any more violent, it does not make us any more dangerous to 
society." 
A handful of community members, professors, students and 
Winona State's President Scott Olson filled the lower level of 
the auditorium, as the soft-spoken Ferdous explained the basic 
concepts of Islam. 
Ferdous said Islam is monotheistic, which is often not known. 
People, who fully submit themselves to God, Ferdous said, 
practice Islam, which means submissive. 
Muslims still believe in Jesus Christ as a prophet and in 
heaven and hell, but they do not have a specified clergy like 
most religions. Instead, according to Ferdous, they have 
members who lead them in prayer and worship. 
Choudhry said he hoped the event helped people understand a 
religion that represents such a large part of the population. 
"I just want people to walk out of here with an increased 
knowledge base on a religion that hosts 1.7 million people," 
Choudhry said. "With so many Muslims living on campus, 
in the city, in the state and in the nation, I just see it as an 
intermural part of their knowledge base or something they 
should know about to at least counter some of the negative 
views." 
People, Ferdous said, should challenge the negative views 
about the religion because the reality of Islam is actually peace. 
Rashed Ferdous presents about Islam at the Muslim 
Student Association's Beyond stereotypes. 
CONTRIBUTED BY KHATIJA CHOUDHRY 
SAMANTHA STETZER 
news writer 
sstetzerl 2@winona. edu 
A student asks Rashed Ferdous about Islam at the 
Muslim Student Association's Beyond Stereotypes. 
CONTRIBUTED BY KHATIJA CHOUDHRY 
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Loose Change exhibit showcases 
senior student artistic talents 
On March 18, nine seniors gathered in the Science Laboratory Center to speak about their pieces for 
their final exhibit in Watkins Gallery before they graduate, 
"Loose Change." Each student discussed their piece, what 
inspired them to create it and their artistic process. 
Two students collaborated on their piece. Jose 
Dominguez and Sibat Tazwar used their friendship and 
inclination to artistically work together to join forces and 
create "Cafe Flamingo," an interactive piece where gallery 
attendees had the opportunity to drink coffee and draw 
with Dominguez and Tazwar. 
Dominguez commented on part of the appeal for the 
duo to work together. 
"It's an element of unpredictability that will happen, 
which is exciting for the both of us," said Dominguez. 
Dominguez and Tazwar spent the exhibit's opening 
week working together to create various illustrations with 
participating gallery attendants. 
Another piece involved the interaction of attendees. 
Andrew Massat created a piece titled "Think Before You 
#SELFIE." Attendees simply had to seat themselves in 
front of the camera Massat set up and press a pedal that 
triggered the camera and took a photo. Once an attendee 
took a photo, it uploaded to Twitter; some of the photos 
taken were shown on a feed displayed on a monitor next 
to the camera. A sign next to the piece included the steps 
to taking a picture, and included a small message at the 
bottom: "Warning: Your picture is final and on Twitter. 
Enjoy!" 
Massat commented on how he wanted his piece to 
influence the gallery and its visitors. 
"I want to liven it up, and make the gallery not as 
somber," Massat said. 
Massat's piece also included a message about the 
permanency of anything posted on the Internet. 
"Once it's on the Internet, you have to deal with it. You 
can't just click delete," Massat said. 
Alex Lakin's piece, "Suicide Notes," commented on 
societal perceptions of depression. Three pieces, which 
included whimsical flowers and designs around excerpts 
from real suicide notes, were installed in the gallery. The 
juxtaposition of the light floral patterns with notes such 
as, "like I told my counselor today, I don't want to live 
anymore," created a staggering emotional impact. 
Lakin's inspiration for the piece stemmed from her own 
experiences with depression. 
"My process began with wanting to make a statement 
about depression and being in a society that makes you 
want to cover that part of yourself up and blend in," Lakin 
said. 
Each piece in the shower brought something different to 
the table — whether political messages, interaction with 
gallery visitors or social commentary. This diversity led 
the group of artists to choose the exhibit's title, "Loose 
Change," together. 
One of the artists, Cam Neely, commented on his view 
of the title. 
"Each and every one of our pieces reflects some kind of 
change within us or some kind of change we want to see 
in the world," Neely said. 
Another artist, Carly Nixon, also offered her perception 
of the exhibit's title. 
"The phrase loose change implies this eclectic mix 
coming together," Nixon said. 
The group meshed well together as they installed their 
pieces in the gallery. During their presentation of their 
work, they discussed how the process of installing their 
pieces ran smoothly, especially in comparison to past 
installations. 
"I think we all think the installation went pretty well 
compared to what we've seen in the last four years," Rick 
Hatfield said. 
The rest of the group agreed with Hatfield. 
"A lot of us were willing to compromise," Hannah Sung 
said. 
"We were all pretty loose," Hatfield said, as the 
audience laughed. 
BY ANA ALEXANDER 
features writer 
aalexanderl 2@winona. edu 
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Winona State professor launches 
new book at The Book Shelf 
The Blue Heron dining room was packed to standing room only on the evening of Monday March 16. 
People sat in the dining room of the restaurant on 
Monday, March 16 to listen to Winona State University 
professor and author, Elizabeth Oness, read from her new 
book, "Leaving Milan," which she said is pronounced as 
my-lan, not like the city in Italy. 
The Book Shelf, a local bookstore that shares a building 
with The Blue Heron restaurant, hosted the event. Ashley 
Andrews, a student at Winona State, explained the 
attachment to The Blue Heron is one of the reasons she 
decided to come. 
"Since the author was a professor here at Winona, and 
it was at my favorite coffee shop, I thought it would be a 
fun, unique way to support the community," she said. 
With coffee or specialty beer and treats in hand, 
everybody settled back to listen to Oness read from her 
book. 
Oness read several excerpts. The first excerpt 
introduced the main character, Harper, to the audience 
and gave some back-story and details about her. Another 
longer excerpt was about how Harper and her young baby 
were abandoned at a rest stop while trying to leave Milan. 
Oness cut the reading off and left the audience groaning 
with anticipation of what would come next. 
"Beth Oness did an excellent job of picking passages 
that set up the story and left the audience desperate to find 
out what happens to the heroine," said Andrews. 
Oness answered several questions about her book 
and her writing style after the reading, and then Chris 
Livingston, the owner of The Book Shelf, announced that 
he had plenty of copies for sale, including some special 
copies available just for students. 
Oness was happy to sign books for people and had a 
small, personal conversation with each and every person 
who asked to get a book signed. 
Jennifer Monsos, a regular patron of both The Book 
Shelf and The Blue Heron, said, "I love being able to 
come to events that not only showcase local talent, but 
also benefit local businesses. I feel like I'm having fun 
and doing something wonderful and helpful at the same 
time." 
"Oness was fun and engaging to listen to," Andrews 
said. "It was also easy to see that she loved being able to 
interact with the community outside of the university." 
BY KALIKA VALENTINE-ERICKSON 
features writer 
kvalentineeriO 7@winona. edu 
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Food review series: Blue Heron 
Blue Heron is a familiar place for me. I go there often and enjoy it every single time. This week, I visited 
Blue Heron twice, once for breakfast with a friend and 
once for lunch with my family. 
When my friend, Olivia Stoltman, a CALT major at 
Winona State University, and I visited for breakfast, we 
both ordered frittatas with pork, sweet potatoes, cheese, 
and eggs. We also ordered large chai tea lattes. Our 
frittatas were big and served with toast so we had plenty 
to eat. Our lattes were brought to us in large glass mugs, 
the contents delicious and warming. 
"The food was delicious," Olivia said, after the meal. 
"Everything is local, so it makes you feel like what you're 
eating has purpose. You're supporting local businesses 
and farms and eating healthy, delicious food." 
The restaurant had a couple of people eating and having 
coffee, but we arrived during a lull so it wasn't as full as 
usual. 
"I thought that Blue Heron had a relaxing, laid-back and 
homey atmosphere," Olivia said. "The employees were 
friendly, and they went out of their way to make sure we 
were comfortable." 
The price was definitely right, and it only cost around 
$20 for both of us to eat and have a drink. For local, 
organic food, that is a great price. 
The second time I went was with my husband, my two 
children, and my grandparents. I ordered a salad made 
with greens, pears, carrots, toasted pecans, goat cheese 
and a maple-mustard vinaigrette and a bowl of tomato, 
white bean, and fennel soup. Both the soup and the salad 
were delicious. 
My 74-year-old grandfather, who is normally a 
hamburger or a meat and potatoes kind of guy, ordered 
the Italian sandwich with ham, salami, provolone, herb 
vinaigrette, lettuce and pepperoncini. After finishing his 
meal he said, "It's no hamburger, but it will have to do," 
with a smile on his face. 
My four-and-a-half-year-old daughter, Sophia, ate part 
of my salad and soup and part of a turkey sandwich and 
enjoyed them both. 
My grandmother compared the pricing to McDonalds 
and said, "For just a little more than the price of a 
McDonald's value meal, you're getting food that is not 
only actually good for you, but also local, organic and 
delicious." 
Overall, my experience at Blue Heron was phenomenal, 
and I would highly recommend it to anybody looking for a 
relaxing experience with great food and coffee. 
BY KALIKA VALENTINE-ERICKSON 
features writer 
kvalentineeriO 7@winona. edu 
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Blue Heron cafe located downtown Winona. 
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Student to bike shore to shore 
Adam Kazilsky found his passion when he was 15-years-old after he completed a bike ride around die entirety of Lake Michigan. He loved it so much he did it another 
three times in the past five years. 
That one bike ride was only the start of Kazilsky's biking endeavors. After he perfected 
the nearly 1,000 miles of Lake Michigan, he let his passion lead him further. Last year 
he participated in a solo, unsupported race of more than 3,000 miles. It stretched from 
Illinois to Oregon. 
"That was when I realized my capability to race across the country," Kazilsky said. 
Kazilsky, a Winona State University senior, has enjoyed his biking adventures thus 
far, but 3,000 miles in distance won't cut it. This summer's race will take him shore to 
shore as he rides from Oregon to Virginia. As if the distance wasn't a challenge enough, 
Kazilsky said he will complete his trek in three weeks on the Trans American Bike Trail: 
a total distance of4,233 miles. 
* 
c v \ 
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responsible for their food and shelter during the time of the event. Kazilsky and his fellow 
races can stop whenever and wherever they choose—the only rule is to make it to the 
finish line on time. 
With a challenge as big as this comes preparation and determination. 
"The race isn't just a physical competition. A great deal of mental strength is needed as 
well, since I will be without human contact for periods of time and on a bicycle for long 
periods of time," Kazilsky said. 
He said no human contact will be a large struggle, but lack of sleep, which can lead to 
hallucinations, is another challenge to overcome. 
Exercising on an indoor bicycle for several hours each week is Kazilsky's most 
important exercise routine. Once snow is gone he plans on adding full day and overnight 
rides to train for the trip. Though the physical training is important, Kazilsky said he will 
be training to prepare not only his body but also his mind for this large trek. 
"The best training for this is simply getting support through friends, family and the 
community," Kazilsky said. 
Being on the bike for 15 hours a day for 3 weeks can cause the whole body, and mind, 
to be strained. But the accomplishment of getting to the other end is what keeps him and 
other bikers going. 
Due to the raise being self-supported, every mile of the race he also needs to raise 
one dollar. The money mainly goes toward two things: to meet his caloric needs to be 
able to sustain his body for the race, and to outfit his bike to be able to sustain the entire 
race. Kazilsky has created a GoFundMe website to receive help as well as to keep others 
informed about the race. 
Kazilsky said he is doing this because this is his passion. He said he hopes to inspire 
others to follow their dreams and their passions while spreading the awareness of his 
own. The three weeks of this intense race will only increase his passion for biking. 
On his journey he will carry a little piece of home, the Winona State name, with him 
from state to state. 
A map of Kazilsky's path, the Trans American Bike Trail. 
Kazilsky, who is a Recreation and Tourism Major, will start the race on June 6 at 5 
a.m. with people from across the world. Because the race is self-supported, if anything 
is to happen to any of the racer's bikes, they are in charge of fixing it They are also held 
BY MICHAELA HANDKE 
features writer 
mhandkel 4@winona. edu 
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Adam is proud to show off his bike collection (above) and enjoys training outside when he can (below). 
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You have questions. We have answers. 
College is about independence and leaving the comfort of 
your childhood home, but there 
is nothing wrong with being 
homesick. Where we grow up is 
intertwined with the people we 
become, and it makes sense to 
miss it every once in a while. If 
you feel like your commuting has 
prevented your immersion into 
the college lifestyle then it may 
be time to set some boundaries. 
If this has become a part of 
your weekly routine, then I 
would try to slowly spread out 
the visits, so you do not feel as 
much temptation to go back every 
weekend. There are also plenty of 
other ways to keep the connection 
between family members. 
The telephone is great thing to 
use when you just want to check 
in with everybody. You could 
even trade in one of your trips 
home for a nice long talk on the 
phone with a parent or a sibling. 
You may not have the same face-
to-face contact, but it still helpful 
to hear someone's voice. 
Skype, or any other video 
calling system, is also really 
helpful for keeping in touch, 
especially if you miss the face-
to-face communication that is 
not available when talking on 
the phone. You will still be able 
to talk to someone and see them, 
and it can help you save some gas 
money. 
Even though it may take a 
longer time, sending letters is also 
a nice way to talk to someone. 
For some people it is easier to 
communicate things with writing, 
and it is always fun to get things 
in the mail. 
If your parents have been 
pushing this traveling schedule, 
then it may be time to have a talk. 
Leaving for college is not only 
hard to adjust for students, but 
it is also hard on the parents. It 
is especially harder for parents 
when the first or last child goes 
off to college. As the youngest 
child in my family, I know my 
parents had a particularity hard 
time watching me go off to 
college. You need to let your 
parents know these trips might be 
hurting your college experience. 
Even if your parents have had 
a hard time adjusting to your 
departure they will understand. 
In the end, it is all up to you. 
You mentioned that family is 
important, so it is a good idea to 
not completely cut them off. You 
will eventually figure out the best 
way to keep in touch with your 
family. 
I can tell you have realized 
that these college experiences are 
important to you. Trust me when 
I say you will find the perfect 
balance between family and 
college. 
BY ELIZABETH PULANCO 
features writer 
epulancol 2@winona. edu 
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Film review series: "The Apartment n 
Continuing with the month of Billy Wilder, I am happy to move forward to Wilder's Oscar winning comedy, 
"The Apartment." 
The film follows C.C. Baxter, a midlevel man at an 
insurance company whose only ambition climbing the 
corporate latter to make a lot of money. Baxter allows 
some of his colleagues, mainly the people who are higher 
up in the company, to use his apartment for romantic 
rendezvous. As a result, other tenants in his apartment 
building label Baxter as a playboy while Baxter is forced 
to leave the apartment. Baxter has to sit outside and gets 
the flu. Jeff Sheldrake is a hot shot in upper management 
and asks Baxter if he can borrow his apartment certain 
nights of the week and promises Baxter that he will 
get a promotion for allowing him to use the apartment. 
Sheldrake doesn't tell Baxter who the woman is though, 
but it is revealed Sheldrake is having an affair with Fran 
Kubelik, the elevator attendant. 
Baxter has a crush on Kubelik, and when Baxter finds 
out Kubelik and Sheldrake are seeing each other, Baxter 
ignores Kubelik completely. After a falling out between 
Kubelik and Sheldrake, Kubelik decides to kill herself 
by consuming a bottle of sleeping pills, but her suicide 
attempt is thwarted when Baxter comes home and saves 
her. Baxter frantically calls Sheldrake trying to get his 
help, but Sheldrake isn't interested and asks Baxter to 
look after her. Baxter tries his best to keep her happy and 
make sure she doesn't attempt to kill herself again, but 
consequently falls in love with her. 
This film has an amazing cast that features a young, 
dorky Jack Lemmon as Baxter, a down-on-her-luck beauty 
in Shirley MacLaine as Kubelik and Fred McMurray as 
Sherldrake. McMurray is from another famous Wilder 
movie, "Double Indemnity." Along with the cast, the 
music and cinematography makes this film special. The 
music is a mix of a delightful romantic comedy tune with 
moments of suspense. The cinematography is a complex 
style of unique camera angles and shots while being filmed 
in a various amount of places. 
This film is very unique because it's the only Wilder 
film to win best picture at the Oscars. Wilder also 
won Best Director and Best Screenplay. Altogether, 
"The Apartment" won five Oscars out of the 10 it was 
nominated for. 
All in all, if you are ever looking for an outstanding 
mix of comedy, drama, and romance, then look no further. 
"The Apartment" has it all. It will make you laugh, 
question the morals of men in the 1960's and jump for joy. 
If nothing else watch this movie for Lemmon, who gives 
his best performance ever in this film. 
BY MATTHEW LAMBERT 
features writer & sports writer 
mlambertll @winona. edu 
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Letter: teach children college kids are good 
Dear University Students, 
I appreciate the Universities and the opportunities they bring Winona's residents. I am 
a WSU alumna, and my husband attended WSU for two years. Our four year old does 
not appreciate "college kids" as he calls you. He says those two words out of annoyance, 
sometimes anger, and almost always with an exasperated sigh. We frequently have to 
explain, "not all college kids are bad, some just do bad things when they are drunk." 
Unfortunately he has not seen enough positive college student role models to balance out 
the negative ones. 
There are no college rental homes in our immediate area, but there many close enough 
to get a lot of traffic (by foot and by car) on bar/party nights. These are the nights I dread 
most. Our first year here eight pickets were broken off our fence, our car was damaged, 
numerous broken bottles on our sidewalk and lawn, and many beer cans. I witnessed a 
picket being broken off of this year and when I yelled "HEY!" the boy responsible ran 
away, laughing with a friend. 
Try to imagine how you would feel as a four year old living with this. There have been 
times our son has been afraid to play in the yard, or bike on the sidewalk because he's 
worried he'll get hurt by glass or step in vomit. He has woken up with nightmares from 
the noise outside his window, even though we have newer windows and a white noise 
machine. Some nights he can't sleep at all. He has been worried for our dog, afraid she 
would hurt her paws on broken glass, or run away because of missing pickets. He's been 
mad because his parents can't play sometimes because we have to paint new pickets, 
and install new latches. He has been confused about why we had to cancel plans when 
we had to get our car fixed after an underage drunk WSU student ran into our parked 
car in our driveway - and sleepy because we were all woken up at 3 am by the police 
officer pounding on our door to inform us. Our son is sad we can't decorate for holidays, 
because decorations will just be stolen, as so many have in our neighborhood. 
I have defended the Universities' presence and the positive impact the students have 
made. I want to make sure you are all aware of the negative impact that has been made 
too. My son is learning that "college kids" are bad people, that they are destructive, 
disrespectful, and self-centered. He is learning these things because of the actions of 
some of you, not because of what we are teaching him. He doesn't believe us when we 
tell him the good things college kids do because all he can see is the bad. Please be aware 
of the lessons you are teaching children by your actions. There are families living all 
around you. Please help us teach our children "college kids" are good people. 
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Softball grabs eight wins over break 
The No. 15 Winona State University softball team escaped the cold weather for some Florida sun over 
spring break and came away with an 8-2 record in six days. 
Starting March 8 the Warriors defeated Ohio Dominican 
7-2 and later beat Bloomsburg 10-1 in five frames. 
Natalie Kalmes got the Warriors on the board in the 
second inning with a two-run shot to left after Ohio 
Dominican scored two early runs. Winona State then got 
another run from Reed Karsten on an RBI triple to go up 
3-2. 
Kalmes later made the score 4-2 after reaching home on 
an error. Winona State tacked on a trio of runs in the sixth 
with an Ashley Walker RBI single and an error. Shannon 
Nelson scored Jessica Kullman for the final run of the 
game on a single. 
In the nightcap of the first day, Hanna Lythberg 
continued with a strong effort on the hill, going five 
innings with a trio of strikeouts and earning her fifth 
victory on the season. 
Morgan Lintz started things off with an RBI thanks 
to the fielder's choice. Paige Keegan and Lintz then 
contributed a couple of runs to give Winona State a 3-0 
lead. 
Bloomsburg managed to get a run in the fourth, but 
Winona State answered with two runs of their own in the 
fifth, extending their winning score 10-1. 
The following day the Warriors swept Northwood 
(Mich.) and Ferris State. 
Winona State used 21 combined hits to its advantage, 
giving up only eight hits in both games. 
In game one, the Warriors got on the board first with an 
RBI groundout from Kullmann, who added a solo bomb in 
the fourth. Karsten plated a pair of runners in the fourth as 
well to put Winona State up 4-0. 
Perez and Lintz made it 6-0 in the seventh with a pair of 
runs before Northwood answered with two of their own. 
Walker notched her fifth victory of the season, allowing 
five hits and two runs with four strikeouts. 
The Warriors brought out the bats in the nightcap, going 
deep three times en route to a 7-2 victory. Kullmann, 
Karsten and Lintz all connected for Winona State to lead 
the way for the Warriors. 
The Warriors got another RBI from Karsten in the top of 
the seventh to make it 7-0 before the Bulldogs produced 
two runs to make it the 7-2 final. 
Lythberg came up with another solid outing on the hill, 
tossing a complete game and three hits aid two runs as 
well as eight strikeouts. 
The Warrior offense continued its recent burst, this 
time cruising to a 10-0 victory against Millersville 
before dropping the nightcap, an 8-5 loss to the hands of 
Maryville Tuesday. 
Winona State quickly grabbed 4-0 lead in the first 
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against Millersville, with Allyson O'Herron recording a 
double that scored two and Karly Olson and Evie Schaller 
each picking up RBI singles. 
The Warriors reached a double-digit lead in the fourth 
with a Shannon Nelson single that plated a runner to send 
Millersville home in five innings. 
Morgan Lintz picked up her first victory of the season, 
allowing two hits and fanning two. 
The nightcap ended with Winona State falling for just 
the second time all season, stopping the Warriors' six-game 
win streak in the process. 
Winona State jumped out to a 2-0 advantage in the first, 
but Maryville knotted the game in the bottom of the frame. 
The Warriors answered with a bases loaded walk by Lintz 
in the second. 
After the Saints plated a trio of runs in the third to knock 
out Alex Walker from the hill with a 5-3 lead, Winona 
State tied the game again at five in the fifth thanks to a sac 
fly from a bunt single by Perez. 
Maryville answered back, however, with three more runs 
in the sixth to claim the 8-5 victory. 
The Warriors got strong outings from Walker and 
Lythberg, each netting complete game shutouts to give 
the No. 12 Winona State softball team a pair of victories 
against California (Pa.) and Tiffin on Thursday. 
Winona State took the first game 7-0 before Kullmann 
provided a single in the ninth for the 1-0 walk-off win in 
the nightcap. 
Walker went seven innings while fanning six and 
allowing five hits and no runs. 
Lintz started the scoring for Winona State, recording 
an RBI single before Kalmes gave the Warriors a 2-0 lead 
with a home run that stayed inside the fence. 
The Warriors added four more runs in the sixth before 
Shannon Nelson chipped in an RBI single to ice the 7-0 
win. 
Lythberg was sharp in the second game, as both starters 
didn't give up a run until the final frame. Lythberg allowed 
six hits while striking out seven in nine innings of work. 
In the ninth inning, with international tiebreaker rules 
in effect, Walker was put on second to start the inning. 
After a Lintz sacrifice advanced Walker, Kullmann posted 
the biggest hit of the day with a single to center to give 
Winona State the victory. 
The No. 14 Warriors then traveled to St. Joseph, Mo. to 
participate in the Missouri Western Tournament. 
The Warriors recorded a pair of losses at the hands of 
Central Oklahoma and Washburn Friday in Missouri. 
Winona State fell in game one 2-0 and later was blanked 
5-0 by Washburn in the nightcap. 
The Warriors were able to bounce back with a pair 
of victories, beating Northwest Missouri State 3-2 and 
Pittsburg State 7-3 Saturday in Missouri. 
In game one, Lintz scored all of Winona State's runs. 
The senior had a single that scored a pair in the first. 
Walker allowed two hits and no runs in four innings as 
Winona State took an early 2-0 lead into the fifth. 
The Bearcats, however, did not back down, tying the 
game with a home run and an RBI single over the next two 
innings. 
Lintz responded with a go-ahead home run to center to 
put Winona State up 3-2 as Walker came on and snuffed 
any comeback hopes in the seventh. 
In the nightcap the Warriors created a 7-0 advantage in 
six innings of play. Pittsburg State tried to come back with 
a trio of runs in the seventh, but the Warriors made sure it 
would be all they got. 
Kalmes blasted a solo homer in the third to score first. 
She later chipped in an RBI double and gave Winona State 
a 3-0 advantage. 
The Warrior offense then took over, exploding with four 
runs in the sixth highlighted by bases clearing RBI triple 
that scored three by Karsten to put Winona State up 7-0. 
Lythberg earned her ninth victory of the season, 
scattering six hits and three rims with six strikeouts in a 
complete game effort. 
The Warriors wrapped up the Missouri Western 
Tournament with a pair of losses, falling 9-3 to Emporia 
State and 8-0 to Missouri Western Sunday in St. Joseph, 
Mo. 
Emporia State added to its 6-0 lead after two innings 
in the top of the fourth with a pair of runs to make it 8-1. 
The score would stay that way until the bottom of the fifth 
when the Warriors plated two runs to cut the deficit to 8-3 
before Emporia scored the final run in the sixth. 
The Warriors dropped its finale against Missouri Western 
8-0 Sunday afternoon. 
The Warriors found themselves down 1-0 heading into 
the fifth, but allowed seven runs over the next two innings 
for the 8-0 shutout. 
Lythberg picked up the loss for the Warriors as Winona 
State managed three hits on the game. 
Winona State will now head home for a doubleheader 
matchup against Upper Iowa Thursday. First pitch is set for 
2 p.m. 
BY SAM THIEL 
sports reporter 
sthiell 1 @winona. edu 
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Warrior baseball splits doubleheaders after break 
The Winona State University baseball team traveled to Florida March 
9 to compete in the 2015 Russ Matt 
Invitational. The Warriors returned with 
two wins and tackled their first home game 
of the season against Bemidji State March 
20. 
As the Warriors begin the stretch of 
season play, head coach Kyle Poock said 
the Warriors need to improve on their 
hitting and cleaning things up. 
"All of our pre-season games are made 
to get us ready for conference," Poock said. 
During their fi ve-day stretch in Florida, 
Winona State faced Ohio Dominican 
University, Florida Tech, Florida Southern 
College and Wayne State University 
(Mich.). 
On day one of the invitational the 
Warriors came back from a four-run deficit 
to tack on their first win of the season. This 
win came against Ohio Dominican by a 
score of 7-5. 
Senior pitcher Scott Freiburger said, "It 
was nice to get off that slide that we were 
on and it gave us a little bit of confidence 
that we can win and carry that into 
conference." 
On Tuesday Winona State face No. 15 
Florida Tech, a team that leads the nation in 
batting average and is fourth in the nation 
for runs scored. The Warriors fell to the 
Panthers 0-7, after holding their opponent 
to just one run in five innings. 
Despite an early score from Andrew 
Geislinger Winona State fell 3-9 the 
following day against Florida Southern. 
On Friday Winona State faced Ohio 
Dominican. The Panthers would not let the 
Warriors come out with another win, and 
this time the Warriors fell 6-9. 
On Saturday Winona State split a double 
header against Wayne State, winning 
the first game 11-9 before falling 6-7 in 
the second game. Sophomore outfielder 
Michael Hommes hit his first career grand 
slam in the first game. 
Upon winning the first game against 
Wayne State Hommes said, "I do think 
that the mentality changed a little bit. We 
scored a lot of runs in that game." 
The Warriors traveled home and faced 
their first NSIC game of the season the 
following weekend. 
"We play in a tough league," Poock said. 
"We just want to go out there and play 
good baseball and get the wins." 
Winona State split its first pair of home 
games Friday against Bemidji State. 
After losing the opener 1-3 the Warriors 
retaliated with a 12-2 win later in the day. 
In game one, despite senior pitcher 
Chase Blazier going seven innings only 
giving up six hits and two earned runs, the 
Warriors couldn't get on the board. 
In the first inning Bemidji State scored 
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Nathan Krause swings through a pitch Saturday against Bemidji State. ALLISON MUELLER 
one run before adding a two-run homer 
in the fourth inning. At the bottom of the 
fourth Jesus Cazares cut the Beavers' lead 
3-1 with an RBI single, a score that would 
remain the entire game. 
In game two Winona State scored runs 
in each of the first four innings, taking an 
8-0 lead over Bemidji State. The Beavers 
answered with a run in the fifth and sixth 
inning, but the Warriors earned a ten-run 
victory after adding two runs in both the 
seventh and eighth inning. 
Hayden Krimmer earned his first win 
of the season after pitching seven innings, 
giving up four hits with one earned run. 
With three RBIs and a pair of hits 
freshman Kipp Youngquist led the Warriors 
as Hommes added two hits and two RBIs. 
Six Warriors recorded a multi-hit game. 
On Saturday the Warriors split the series 
with Bemidji State after losing first game 
of the doubleheader 5-1 before earning a 
14-8 victory. 
During the first game Cazares scored 
the only run for the Warriors in the fourth 
inning, giving Winona State the 1-0 lead. 
Bemidji State came back with one run in 
the fifth followed by four runs in the sixth 
giving the Beavers a 5-1 win. 
Winona State found itself in a similar 
situation in the nightcap against Bemidji 
State. In the first inning the Beavers scored 
three runs and another two in the second. 
With a score from Travis Evanson from a 
Mitchell Heid single the Warriors cut the 
Beavers lead 5-2. 
In the fifth Bemidji State scored another 
run, but Winona State answered with three 
runs after Michael Hommes scored on a 
double play with bases loaded. Andrew 
Gislinger earned a run from a throwing 
error from the shortstop and Jordan 
Plamann scored off of a Tyler Nehring RBI 
single. 
In the sixth inning Bemidji State added 
two more runs with solo home runs, but 
the Warriors added five runs of their own, 
all of them being scored with two outs. 
Evanson got the scoring started by drawing 
a bases-loaded walk, and Plamann added 
a two RBI single that scored a third on a 
throwing error. Nehring then tripled to right 
field to score Plamann, giving the Warriors 
a 10-8 lead. 
At the bottom of the eighth Heid had 
his first Winona State career grand slam, 
accounting for four of his five RBIs of the 
game. 
Freshman reliever Mitchell Stasberg took 
over for Will Lundquist who earned the 
win after pitching four innings in relief 
of starter Jay Voter. Stalsberg struck out 
10 batters in three innings with no hits to 
finish the game. 
In anticipation of the upcoming games 
this weekend Freiburger said the Warriors 
"have to compete." 
"We can't go out there and play flat," 
Freiburger said. 
This weekend, Winona State (4-12) will 
face the University of Mary in a four-game 
series at home. 
BY ALEXANDRIA CARTER 
sports reporter 
acarterl 3@winona. edu 
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Tennis returns to NSIC play after spring break 
Over the course of spring break the Winona State University women's 
tennis team headed to Florida to take on a 
diverse slate of opponents. The Warriors 
traveled to Florida to play four games over 
the course of three days. 
Beginning on Sunday, March 8 in 
Orlando, Fla. and concluding two days later 
in Kissimmee, Fla. the Warrior tennis team 
won one matchup and lost the other three. 
The first match against Seton Hill 
resulted in a loss for Winona State, 8-1. 
The top spot in the number one singles 
match saw Brianna Havelka faring Isidora 
Knezevic. A 6-0, 6-3 score gave Knezevic 
the win over Havelka. In the second singles 
spot Sara Ruiz took down Justine Daane 
by scores of 6-3 and 6-1. Megan Hudak 
defeated Katie Scruggs 6-2 and 6-0 in the 
third singles spot to give Seton Hill a 3-0 
advantage in the singles section. 
The fourth spot saw Paula Carvajaiino 
defeat Ellyn Grossen, 6-3 and 6-3. The 
fifth singles match was where the Warriors 
secured their only victory of the day when 
Lauren Willkom won against Chelsea 
Pence 6-3 and 6-3. 
The sixth singles match was not played 
and was a Seton Hill win by default. The 
first doubles matchup had Warriors Justine 
Daane and Brianna Havelka pairing off 
against Isidora Knezevic and Sara Ruiz of 
Seton Hill. 
Daane and Havelka were taken down 
by Knezevic and Ruiz by a score of 8-5 to 
give Seton Hill the early match lead. 
The next doubles matchup had Warriors 
Katie Scruggs and Ellyn Grossen taking on 
Megan Hudak and Paula Carvajaiino. 
Not as close as the first doubles matchup, 
this pairing saw Seton Hill take the match 
8-1 to secure the doubles portion of the 
match. A potential third matchup in the 
doubles was given to Seton Hill by default. 
The next day the Warriors played two 
more opponents in Kissimmee, Fla., the 
Warriors faced Kentucky Wesleyan College 
and McMurry University. 
Against Kentucky Wesleyan the Warriors 
earned their only match victory of the trip, 
7-0. Both of the Warrior's doubles teams 
won their matchups with 8-1 scores. 
The team of Daane and Havelka in the 
number one spot beat Danielle Handler and 
Krislyn Hudson of Wesleyan, with Scruggs 
and Willkom in the second spot taking 
down Haley Kauffman and Kaite Laughlin. 
All five singles matches went in the 
favor of the Warriors against the Panthers. 
Havelka, Justine Dean, Scruggs, Grossen 
and Willkom all came away with victories. 
Against McMurry University the 
Warriors were unable to achieve the same 
amount of success. Falling by a score of 
9-0 to the War Hawks, Winona State was 
not able to win a set. The Warriors lost all 
six of their singles matches and all three of 
their doubles matches. 
The conclusion to the Florida trip saw 
the Warriors drop another match, this time 
against Haverford College. 
The Warriors suffered a loss 8-1 in the 
match against Haverford. Similar to the 
match against McMurry, all six of the 
Warrior attempts in singles resulted in 
losses for Winona State. 
The lone win for the Warriors came 
courtesy of the doubles team of Havelka 
and Daane who took the 8-3 win at the 
number one doubles spot. Havelka and 
Daane took the victory over Caitlin 
Gallagher and Robyn Himelstein. 
Winona State returned with a season 
record of 6-5 as it resumed NSIC 
competition at home on Friday against 
Upper Iowa University. 
The Warriors fell to the Peacocks by the 
same score as their final match in Florida, 
8-1. Scruggs was the only Warrior to 
secure a win, after coming back from a loss 
Justine Daane SUSAN TORKELSON 
focuses as her 
partner serves 
against Upper Iowa 
on Friday. 
in the first set 6-0. She posted a win in the 
second set 7-5 and came out on top in the 
third set tiebreaker 11-9. 
Winona State, now posting an even 
season overall 6-6, will continue home 
play Friday at 6 p.m. and Saturday at 4 
p.m. against University of Sioux Falls and 
Augustana College respectively. 
BY DILLON HOGAN 
sports reporter 
dhogan 11 @winona. edu 
Three Warrior gymnasts qualify for Nationals 
The Winona State University gymnastics team finished fourth in the WIAC 
Championship at Hamline University on 
Sunday, March 15. 
Winona State came away with a 
total score of 187.675, while first place 
Uni veristy of Wisconsin-Whitewater 
scored 191.750. 
No Winona State gymnast finished in 
the top-six of any event, but the team score 
was the sixth best team score in the history 
of their program. 
Winona State scored big on the vault, 
with juniors Jade Donaldson and Emily 
Goldeman each scoring 9.525. Junior 
Brooke Hiestand and sophomore Joanna 
Reale recorded scores of 9.400. 
The Warriors did best on the uneven bars 
with a score of 47.575, beating the previous 
record of 47.400. Freshman Katie Carling 
scored the highest with a personal-best of 
9.625, while junior Olivia Cattelino and 
freshman Kathryn Pipp each scored 9.575. 
In their last performance as Warriors, 
senior Danielle Thenell recorded a 9.450 
and senior Melanee Pfautz scored 9.350 on 
the bars. 
Coach Beckie Rolbiecki said, "Both 
Mel Pfautz and Danni Thenell have given 
so much to this team and will be greatly 
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missed." 
Donaldson scored strongly on the floor 
exercise with a team-best score of 9.650, 
with freshman Jessica Gabriel and Pipp 
scoring 9.575. Carling added a 9.550 and 
Peterson a 9.525 on the floor exercise. 
Hiestand was the highlight for Winona 
State on the beam, scoring 9.325. Pipp 
scored a 9.175 and Carling recorded a 
9.100. Donaldson finished seventh Ail-
Around with a score of 36.875. 
Rolbiecki said, "I was incredibly proud 
of my team's performance at the WLAC 
Regional Tournament. The girls gave it 
their all, and our routines were exceptional. 
But, it is painful to lose the opportunity for 
the team to go to Nationals by a tenth and a 
half points." 
When the Warriors received a random 
draw that gave them beam as their last 
event Rolbiecki said she knew it would be 
a challenge for the young team. 
"I would have preferred to have any 
other event to finish up on rather than four 
inches of beam to work with," Rolbiecki 
said. 
The Warriors fell short of qualifying 
as a team for Nationals, but Donaldson, 
Goldeman and Pipp are the team's three 
qualifiers for Nationals. 
Rolbiecki said, "Our three qualifiers for 
Nationals are very talented gymnasts and 
will represent us well." 
Donaldson will represent Winona State 
at Nationals in the All-Around, and she is 
looking to improve on her fifth place finish 
in All-Around that she earned last year. 
Goldeman is a newcomer to the 
Nationals event, and she will be competing 
on vault. 
Rolbiecki said, "Her vault this season has 
been consistent and one of our high scoring 
vaults all season. I am excited for her as a 
junior to make it to Nationals for the first 
time." 
Pipp qualified for Nationals on the bars. 
"She has broken the schools individual 
bar record this year with a 9.675 score, and 
I expect her to do very well at Nationals," 
Rolbiecki said. 
Pipp said, "I thought regionals went very 
well for me. I got a new personal best on 
floor, stuck my series on beam that I had 
been struggling with in the past couple 
meets and made a bar routine good enough 
to qualify for nationals on the uneven bars. 
As nationals gets closer, I'm really looking 
forward to fine-tuning my bar routine so I 
can show it off to the best of my ability." 
Pipp said she is looking forward to 
experiencing Nationals with Goldeman 
and Donaldson and enjoying the weekend 
doing the sport they love together. 
"As this season comes to a close, I'm 
so proud of everything this team has 
accomplished. We broke several records 
and had a great time doing it," Pipp said. 
"We really connected as a team and 
had a great support system for one another 
throughout the season. It was cool to see 
how everyone changed over the season and 
become more confident as a person and as 
an athlete." 
The Warriors will compete in the NCGA 
Nationals in La Crosse, Wise, on Friday, 
March 27 and Saturday, March 28. 
BY MACKENZIE KUSH 
sports reporter 
mkushll @winona. edu 
March 25,2015 
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In the peanut gallery... 
Each week sports reporters Matthew Lambert and Eric Schroeder will face off on a hot topic in sports. The world of sports is changing quickly 
and constantly, but we want to slow it down and take a better look at the juiciest gossip, scandal, rumor or issue that is making headlines this 
week. Lambert and Schroeder will take different sides and battle it out, telling you why you they are right. 
This week's topic: March Madness championship projection 
With the madness of the entire college basketball season and conference tournaments done, it is time to move toward the big tournament: March Madness. This is a competition in 
which the top 64 teams are chosen by a selective committee and will compete for the champion title. With millions of dedicated fans flooding to sites to fill out their bracket, there can 
only be two teams to play in the championship. Who will they be? Let's talk about it... (Recap by Matthew Lambert and Allison Mueller) 
Madness is well under way this college 
basketball postseason as Iowa State, 
Villanova and Virginia have already 
been sent packing. Powerhouses like 
Duke, North Carolina and Wisconsin still 
remain, but can they make it to the final? I 
personally doubt any of the yearly favorites 
will be there for the last dance. 
This year look for Arizona and Gonzaga 
to be the last two standing come April 6. 
Arizona has been underrated all year as 
they took care of the PAC-12 with little 
resistance. In the first two rounds they 
won both games by 21 and 15 points 
respectively. Arizona's second game was 
against a very tough Ohio State team, who 
lost only one game all season by more than 
10 points. This is an experienced team lead 
by junior Brandon Ashley; they are one 
of the most dangerous teams left in this 
tournament. With a win against Xavier, 
the Wildcats will be in the Elite 8 with a 
matchup against either North Carolina or 
Wisconsin. 
From the other side, expect Gonzaga to 
surprise everyone. There is no doubt that 
Gonzaga is an elite team, but everyone 
continues to rip on their strength of 
schedule. Sure, their conference schedule 
is nothing to be impressed with but having 
one loss in 18 games and two over an 
entire season is nothing to scoff at. With an 
opening round victory over North Dakota 
State and a second round win against Iowa, 
the Bulldogs are set to take on UCLA in 
the Sweet 16. No game is easy from here 
on out and every game will keep us on the 
edge of our seats. So buckle up cause the 
madness is not over yet. 
BY ERIC SCHROEDER 
sports reporter 
eschroederl 4@winona. edu 
March 25, 2015 
My teams, with a conservative pick, 
are the Kentucky Wildcats and Virginia 
Cavaliers. 
First off, I understand everyone groaned 
when I said Kentucky. An undefeated team 
with a star coach and a team that could 
likely send their starting lineup to the 
draft this summer is a simple pick. Let's 
be real, this is Kentucky's championship 
to lose, and they are the overall number 
one team. Kentucky was placed in the 
Midwest, arguably the easiest region in the 
tournament with the only real competition 
coming from teams like West Virginia, 
Wichita State, Notre Dame and Kansas. 
Kentucky also has a frontcourt that 
averages 6' 10" in height. 
Virginia is a team that a lot of people are 
writing off and have come imder public 
scrutiny from guys like Colin Cowherd 
who proclaims Virginia's style of play is 
bad for basketball. They shouldn't win the 
tournament. Personally, I don't agree with 
that statement and I relate the Cavaliers 
to the San Antonio Spurs. People don't 
enjoy the Spurs slow rate of play and focus 
on defensive efficiency and, if the Spurs 
were a college basketball team, they would 
be Virginia. Virginia is currently ranked 
first in the nation with points allowed 
with 50.8 and with that sort of efficiency 
will be very important down the stretch 
for the Cavaliers. As long as Virginia can 
stay consistent and challenge offenses by 
keeping them under 50 points a game, I 
don't see any reason why Virginia can't 
challenge the Wildcats in the championship 
game. 
My prediction isn't a complicated one. 
I'm not expecting a Cinderella-esque team 
to pull off a ton of upsets. In fact, this is 
one of the only years I have ever picked 
only one and two seeds in my Final Four. 
As fun as it is to predict upsets, it's not 
realistic. I'll stick with two teams that 
dominated this season with Kentucky 
finishing the season undefeated. 
BY MATTHEW LAMBERT 
sports reporter 
mlambertll@winona. edu 
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JEFFERSON LINES 
CONNECTING YOU TO: Easter Break! 
Make like the Easter Bunny and hop on the bus, 
Pick up at the Huff Street Transit stop 
"sonfines.com 800-451-5333 
Daily Departures 
2:00 PM to Minneapolis 
2:10 PM to Milwaukee 
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